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CSVi ERROR IN SLAVE SITE
Posted by waltervega - 2012/03/31 12:01
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

I installed CSVI from master to slave and in the slave site I got the following error when accessing the
administrator of CSVI: 

Table 'DB1053840.aa_csvi_template_types' doesn't exist SQL=SELECT component AS value,
component AS text FROM aa_csvi_template_types LEFT JOIN aa_extensions ON
aa_csvi_template_types.component = aa_extensions.element WHERE aa_extensions.type =
'component' GROUP BY component. 

Please help me, I have no idea of how to solve this issue. 

Thanks in advance.

============================================================================

Re: CSVi ERROR IN SLAVE SITE
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/04/01 11:02
_____________________________________

What is CSVi ? 

Is this a joomla extension ? 
If yes, can you send us a copy of this extension in the attachement of an email. 
See "contact us" for the email. 

This does not seems to be an extension that we have reviewed and defined in the JMS tool 
http://www.jms2win.com/en/list-of-extensions?view=extlist&id=269&Itemid=53 

Therefore, if you used the JMS tool menu and have just defined the component and that it was not
declared in the JMS tool menu, this is normal that you don't have the extension working in the slave. 

When an extension is not defined in the JMS tool menu, you have to re-install the extension in the slave
site back-end to have their My tables created by the extension itself.

============================================================================

Re: CSVi ERROR IN SLAVE SITE
Posted by waltervega - 2012/04/01 18:13
_____________________________________

Thanks Edwin, 
I've re-installed in the slave site and works fine. 
I've sent the joomla extension to your email as you asked for. 
Regards

============================================================================
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Re: CSVi ERROR IN SLAVE SITE
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/04/03 11:36
_____________________________________

The CSVI is added in JMS multisite version 1.2.82
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